Data collection using miniature aerial vehicles in wireless sensor networks
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Abstract: Energy constraints of sensor nodes in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is a major challenge and minimising the overall data transmitted across a network using data aggregation, distributed source coding, and compressive sensing have been proposed as mechanisms for energy saving. Similarly, use of mobile nodes capable of relocating within the network has been widely explored for energy saving. In this study, the authors propose a novel method for using miniature aerial vehicles for data collection instead of actively sensing from a deployed network. The proposed mechanism is referred as data collection fly (DCFly). It is suitable for data collection from WSNs deployed in harsh-undulating terrain with the base station located far from the sensing region. The DCFly is compared with data collection based on multi-hop data aggregation and data collection with mobile sinks. The numerical results justify that the proposed data collection mechanism is effective and efficient for use in WSNs.

1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are deployed in an area to be monitored, referred to in this paper as the sensing region, for diverse applications such as habitat and environmental monitoring, battlefield surveillance, and industrial monitoring. Using active node mobility in the network, overall communication in the network can be reduced and specifically nodes close to the base station (BS) could be prevented from draining out. Various utilities that are possible using active node mobility in the network are: mobile relay, mobile data mule, and mobile BS. Alternatively, in-network data processing mechanisms such as data aggregation, network coding, and compressive sensing could be utilised for minimising the overall communication of the network. These two approaches, that is, node mobility, and in-network processing have been extensively explored individually and independently. This paper presents a mechanism for data collection using a data collection fly (DCFly). The DCFly would aerially collect data from the network. This is the first work that explores the potential of using miniature aerial vehicles (MAVs) for collecting data, collectively involving node mobility and in-network data processing. The underlying framework adopted in this paper has been presented in our preliminary work [1]. The remaining paper has been structured as follows: in Section 2, previous work relating to node mobility and in-networking data processing has been presented. Section 3 provides an insight into factors governing optimal number of clusters (CHs) and inter-relation with position of BS, data collection operation by the DCFly; these aspects influence the network architecture. The factors governing the DCFly’s possible use in the sensing region and the network operational conditions considered for evaluation are presented in Section 4. The DCFly’s governing factors formulated as an optimisation problem to determine the feasible operational utility are presented in Section 5. The optimum number of clusters that can be covered by a single DCFly are presented in Section 6, along with the comparative evaluation of the proposed DCFly with a multi-hop data aggregation mechanism (referred as DA mechanism). The DCFly-based data collection is also compared with data collection from the network relying on mobile elements (MEs) in Sections 6.1 and 6.2. Finally, this paper is concluded in Section 7.

2 Related work

As stated earlier, the methods for minimising the energy consumption in the network can be broadly categorised into node mobility and in-network data processing-based mechanisms.

2.1 Node mobility

A mobile node can function as mobile BS (also referred as data collection agent and data mule) that would collect data from the nodes by traversing in their vicinity (communication range) [2]. In this paper, we refer mobile BS as ME for comparison with DCFly. Numerous studies have dealt with data collection from a deployed network where the ME visits some data collection points (nodes) that serve as sub-sink for other adjoining nodes (member nodes) [2–5]. The basic underlying objective being to determine the shortest path that can serve the maximum collection points within the permissible operational limits. Basically, they are variations of the travelling salesman problem that is known to be NP hard. Accordingly, the proposed approaches try to address the problem at hand of path planning, heuristically. The deployment conditions in terms of terrain and likelihood of obstacles/hindrances in the path of ME have not been taken into account. Ma and Yang [4] state that ME might encounter obstacles, but tackle it based on the consideration that a complete map of the sensing region is available that includes details of obstacles, so that the path of ME is adjusted to avoid them. The ME-based data collection approaches can be classified into predetermined path [4, 5] and autonomous movement [6]. Cluster-based path planning for the ME has been presented in [6], where the ME is expected to be guided by routing agents (CHs). The advantage of cluster-based guiding is that nodes and ME are not required to be location aware; however, the limitation of ground conditions has not been taken into account. In addition, the clustering is not done following the principles of optimal clustering (discussed in Section 3.1), and without optimal clustering there would be localised trees between collection points and adjoining nodes. The most commonly accepted mechanism for path planning involves shortest path – minimal spanning tree and its variations. Throughout this
paper for comparison a data collection round refers to one round by the DCFLy or ME across the sensing region. The energy consumption of only the network nodes has been taken into account for the evaluations, energy consumption of mobile node is not considered, that is, DCFLy and ME as it is case specific.

The actuation mechanism for movement of mobile nodes using springs, wings, and even passive mobility using water flow has been presented in addition to wheels [7–9]. The concept of flying sensors has been proposed by Dantu et al. [9]. Flying sensors are intended to operate as an aerial mobile sensor network for addressing application such as crowd monitoring, urban surveillance, and indoor emergencies [9, 10]. They are expected to sense for a given physical phenomenon, and report it to the BS. It is worth mentioning here that a major share of total energy in flying sensors is spent for actuation, leaving nominal energy resources for sensing operations. The DCFLy would serve as an ME, and will not be involved with active sensing for any physical phenomenon; therefore, almost all energy resource would be available for actuation.

2.2 In-network data processing

In-network data processing refers to data operations that are intended to aggregate the raw data, and even eliminate surplus or undesired data, done with the intention of reducing the energy consumption in the network. Some nodes process the raw data based on the in-network data processing mechanism before transferring the data to the BS. Many data aggregation techniques for sensor networks have been proposed using different aggregation functions such as sum, average, and based on spatial/temporal factors. Similarly, different structures for data aggregation such as tree based, cluster based, and structure free data aggregation have been put forward [11–13]. Use of Steplion Wolf source coding technique for data collection has also been proposed, its main advantage being that it shifts computational complexity to the BS, compared with standard data aggregation techniques [12, 14]. However, this technique has an operation limitation that prior to commencing operations the spatial and temporal details of the sensing region are required. Compressive sensing-based data gathering in WSNs has been put forward in [15], as a mechanism to reduce inter-node communication required for data gathering in a network. In the proposed approach using DCFLy, in-network data processing can be supported, as the CH could implement any appropriate data aggregation mechanism or even compressive sensing on the data.

3 Preliminaries

As stated earlier, the DCFLy would support the BS located far from the deployment region. This is contrary to the existing notion of WSN network architecture. Accordingly, the inter-relation between CH election (clustering) and BS is discussed in the following section. Subsequently, DCFLy as an MAV and the network conditions under which the data would be collected are discussed.

3.1 Cluster head

It is stated in [16, 17] that the radius of a cluster (CHrad) can be represented as $\sqrt{\frac{\text{Area}}{\text{CH}_{\text{opt}}}}$, where Area represents the size of sensing region and CHopt represents the optimum number of CHs – clusters in the sensing region. The optimum number of clusters in the sensing region can be represented as a circle with the CH at the centre. The number of optimum CHs can be derived as [16]

$$\text{CH}_{\text{opt}} = \frac{N \epsilon_{c} A}{2 \pi (\epsilon_{\text{amp}} d_{\text{BS}} - E_{\text{elec}}^{\text{Rx}})}$$

(1)

where $N$ represents the total nodes in the sensing region, $d_{\text{BS}}$ is the distance to the BS from nodes, $E_{\text{elec}}^{\text{Rx}}$ is the energy consumption of the receiver circuit, and $\epsilon_{\text{amp}}$ is the energy consumed by transmitter amplifier, $A$ represents the area of the sensing region, and $\epsilon_{c}$ represents the free space radio propagation model. The optimal number of clusters depends on the following network parameters [16]

$$\text{CH}_{\text{opt}} = f(N, M \text{ or } R, d_{\text{BS}}, E_{\text{elec}}^{\text{Rx}}, \epsilon_{\text{amp}})$$

(2)

where $M$ or $R$ represents the dimensions of the sensing region. The authors further state that the number of clusters reduces as the BS moves away from centre of the sensing region, and for a BS located far from the sensing region (more than the communication range of a CH), only one large cluster spanning the sensing region would be feasible. This would be necessitated, as data transmission cost with more than one cluster transmitting to the BS would be operationally infeasible. It can be inferred for a BS located far from the sensing region, all nodes would be subjected to multi-hop communication to reach the single CH that communicates with the BS. In the proposed approach, data would be collected aurally removing the necessity of multi-hop CH–CH communication with BS. This paper does not per se look into CH elections and clustering.

3.2 DCFLy

In the proposed method, the DCFLy traverses the sensing region collecting data from the clusters. For collecting data from the cluster, DCFLy descends from its normal flight path and we refer to this as DCFLy’s cluster-hop (as shown in Fig. 1). The top view of the clusters in the sensing region is shown in Fig. 2. The DCFLy is assumed to be an MAV capable of performing a vertical take off and landing (VTOL) at cluster-hops (represented as a mini helicopter in these figures). Environmental monitoring in a forest region is considered as an application in this paper. The DCFLy is assumed to navigate at a height of 2 m above the tree canopy to stay clear of any obstruction, and make a cluster-hop on tree canopy for data collection (axial flight). In applications where it is infeasible for the DCFLy to land (static position), it would still have axial flight to decrease the flying height to be within the communication range of CHs (shown in Fig. 1).

The DCFLy would house a horizontally oriented antenna so that it has a good radiation pattern to communicate with the CHs on the ground. The DCFLy and other nodes in the network are all considered to possess a whip antenna with a maximum radiating power of at least 0 dBm; this would comfortably sufcie the vertical data communication between CHs and aerial DCFLy. On the basis of field evaluations, it can be determined whether the nodes (on ground) can have a horizontal or vertically oriented antenna, and also the need for additional radiating power.

---

[Fig. 1: DCFLy – forward and axial flight (cluster-hops) in a forest area]
4 DCFly: governing factors

For data collection by a DCFly, there are certain factors that would influence the optimum number of cluster-hops that could be covered. The size of the cluster would be of primary importance, as for small sized clusters there would be more cluster-hops and the DCFly would be required to change flight states from forward to axial for collecting data, imposing additional burden on the energy resources. Additionally, making cluster-hops would incur extra time for traversing a given sensing region compared with an MAV traversing it in a continuous forward flight. Large clusters would not be favourable either as they necessitate distant nodes within the cluster to communicate with the CH in multiple hops. There would also be a maximum serviceable limit (distance in metres) that the DCFly can traverse with a full charged battery. Therefore, the clustering of the nodes, that is, optimal number of clusters in the proposed mechanism are dependent on the operational capacity of the DCFly in comparison with the factors for determining optimal clusters stated earlier in (2). The above factors governing the DCFly’s utility, derived in appropriate mathematical notation are formulated as an optimisation problem to determine the clusters that can be covered by a single DCFly, further elaborated in Section 5. Specific network conditions under which this data collection mechanism is expected to operate are as follows:

(i) The delivery deadline at the BS is high (10–15 min).
(ii) The nodes have unique IDs and the CHs have access to the IDs of the nodes in their cluster.
(iii) The DCFly has capacity to hook/cling to stay firmly at the cluster-hop.
(iv) Nodes in the network are unaware of their location, including the DCFly.
(v) The sensing region is square in shape so that it can be divided into even number of rows and columns, with one DCFly covering a pair of rows.
(vi) Beyond the entry/exit cluster the DCFly is able to navigate to the BS without path guiding assistance, and it is possible to recharge the DCFly at the BS between data collection rounds.
(vii) DCFly is assisted by the clusters in the first column from entry/exit cluster for navigating to its assigned rows (Fig. 2).
(viii) The DCFly is not impacted by external factors such as wind while traversing the sensing region.

5 Optimisation problem formulation

Factors that decide the DCFly’s total possible operation are as follows:

(i) Maximum serviceable limit of the DCFly on a full charged battery, and power consumed in forward/axial flight (cluster-hop).
(ii) Total time taken for traversing across the sensing region, and time spent per cluster-hop, in relation to the delivery deadline/data freshness requirement at the BS.
(iii) Size of the clusters and distance of the farthest non-CH node from the CH.

5.1 Power consumption – forward flight and axial flight (cluster-hop)

There is no direct relation stated between the forward flight and axial climb power consumption to the best of authors’ knowledge, as it is case specific. However, both forward \( P_{\text{fwd}} \) and axial \( P_{\text{ax}} \) power are related to hover power \( P_{\text{hvr}} \) consumption and this is used in deriving the relation between forward and axial powers \[18\]. The calculations derived here would be applicable to a generalised representation of an MAV capable of performing VTOL. The power consumption for the forward flight is derived based on the power ratio of forward and hover powers, given as \[18\]

\[
P_{\text{fwd}} = \frac{V_{\infty} \sin \alpha + v_{\text{ind}}}{v_{\text{hvr}}} \]

From this the power for forward flight can be represented as

\[
P_{\text{fwd}} = \frac{V_{\infty} \sin \alpha + V_{\text{ind}}}{v_{\text{hvr}}} P_{\text{hvr}} \tag{4}\]

Here \( V_{\infty} \) represents the magnitude of free stream velocity and \( V_{\text{ind}} \) as the propeller induced velocity. The relation between the axial power (climb and descend) with hover power is given as follows (replaced with negative signs for descend) \[18\]

\[
P_{\text{ax}} = \frac{V_{\text{ax}}}{2v_{\text{hvr}}} + \sqrt{\left(\frac{V_{\text{ax}}}{2v_{\text{hvr}}}\right)^2 + 1} \tag{5}\]

for \( \frac{V_{\text{ax}}}{v_{\text{hvr}}} \geq 0 \)

On the basis of universal power curve, that is, a plot of \( P_{\text{ax}}/P_{\text{hvr}} \) versus \( V_{\text{ax}}/v_{\text{hvr}} \) we consider the ratio between hover \( V_{\text{hvr}} \) and climb velocity \( V_{\text{ax}} \), within normal working stated as \[18\]

\[
\frac{V_{\text{ax}}}{v_{\text{hvr}}} = 2 \tag{6}\]

For the aforesaid velocity ratio, ratio of \( P_{\text{ax}}/P_{\text{hvr}} \) would also be 2 based on the universal power curve. Axial climb flight power consumption is always higher than hover power, while for certain velocity rates the descend power consumption could be lower than hover power \[18\]. However, for this evaluation power consumption for axial climb and descend is considered equal to compensate for any additional power consumption that may take place during conversion between flight modes: hover – descend and climb – hover. Forward flight power consumption \( P_{\text{fwd}} \) as

![Fig. 2 Sensing region from top, path of DCFly](image-url)
stated in (4) would be lower than hover flight power consumption \( P_{\text{hvr}} \) as there is a translational lift that assists forward flight with more air on the lower part of the rotor disk, leading to power saving. On the basis of this operational feature, we consider forward flight power as \( P_{\text{fwd}} = 0.5P_{\text{rad}} \) and then the relation between forward power and axial power would be

\[
P_{\text{ax}} = 4P_{\text{fwd}}
\]

These relations are applied for power consumption on a per unit basis. If the DCFly was supposed to cover the entire sensing region just in forward flight the total service limit represented by \( \text{Dist}_{\text{serv}} \) would be given as

\[
\frac{E_{\text{bat}}}{P_{\text{fwd}}} = \text{Dist}_{\text{serv}}(m)
\]

Here \( E_{\text{bat}} \) refers to the energy Reserve of the DCFly’s battery. For the DCFly to make cluster-hops for collecting data, the service limit would be lesser compared with an only forward flight. Considering that the DCFly traverses at a height 2 m higher than the tree canopy as stated earlier, taking into account both descend and ascend, axial power based on (7) would be

\[
P_{\text{ax}} = 16P_{\text{fwd}}
\]

Accordingly, the maximum service limit with only forward flight as given in (8), supposing the DCFly traverses covering only cluster-hops (CHhops) would be

\[
\frac{E_{\text{bat}}}{16P_{\text{fwd}} \cdot \text{CHhops}} = \text{Dist}_{\text{serv}}(m)
\]

In actuality, the DCFly’s navigation would comprise of forward flight between cluster-hops and axial flights on the cluster-chops, and accordingly (10) would change to

\[
\frac{E_{\text{bat}}}{16P_{\text{fwd}} \cdot \text{CHhops} + 2CH_{\text{rad}} \cdot \text{CHhops}} = \text{Dist}_{\text{serv}}(m)
\]

where \( CH_{\text{rad}} \) represents the cluster radius. The above equation should have taken the second term in denominator as multiple with \( \text{CHhops} - 1 \), but considered as \( CH_{\text{rad}} \) to take into account the distance navigable by the DCFly from the entry/exit cluster to the commencement row and vice versa from the termination row to the entry/exit cluster, and sideward flight operation while switching rows.

5.2 DCFly time for data collection round and cluster-hop

Total time required for one data collection round would comprise

\[
T_{\text{round}} = T_{\text{slots}} + T_{\text{CH}} + T_{\text{DCFly}} + T_{\text{round}}
\]

In (12), it is the time for the DCFly data collection round \( T_{\text{round}} \) and time for the DCFly to collect data from the CH \( T_{\text{DCFly}} \) which are of significance, in comparison with time for the CH to collect data from all nodes \( T_{\text{CH}} \) and time taken by the CH to carry-out the data aggregation based on the aggregating function (\( T_{\text{DA}} \)).

Especially, considering the fact that the \( T_{\text{slots}} \) and \( T_{\text{CH}} \) tasks would run in parallel in all clusters, and would not influence total service time of the DCFly. The distance in relation to the time constraint for optimum delivery of the collected data based on \( T_{\text{fly}} \) can be represented as

\[
16CH_{\text{hops}} + 2CH_{\text{rad}}
\]

Twice the cluster radius \( (CH_{\text{rad}}) \) would be the distance between adjoining CHs organised in rows as shown in Fig. 2. It is assumed that the DCFly traverses between two clusters covering half the distance at uniform speed \( U_{\text{DCFly}} \), and the remaining half decelerating to reach a standstill state (hover), followed by axial flight (cluster-hop). On the basis of this condition, the time \( t_{1} \) for the DCFly to cover at least half the distance \( (CH_{\text{rad}}) \) between the clusters is as follows

\[
t_{1} = \frac{CH_{\text{rad}}}{U_{\text{DCFly}}}
\]

Time for covering second half of the distance between the clusters \( t_{2} \) is derived using Equations of Motion as follows

\[
v^{2} = u^{2} + 2a\delta
\]

\[
V_{\text{DCFly}}^{2} = U_{\text{DCFly}}^{2} + 2aCH_{\text{rad}}
\]

\[
a = \frac{V_{\text{DCFly}}^{2}}{2CH_{\text{rad}}}
\]

\[
v = u + at \text{ substituting final velocity}(V_{\text{DCfly}} = 0)
\]

\[
t_{2} \leftarrow \frac{2CH_{\text{rad}}}{U_{\text{DCFly}}}
\]

Accordingly, (12) can be represented based on the above calculations as

\[
T_{\text{slots}} + T_{\text{CH}} + T_{\text{DCFly}} + CH_{\text{hops}} + CH_{\text{rad}} \cdot \frac{3CH_{\text{rad}}}{U_{\text{DCFly}}}
\]

where only the last two terms hold significance for the DCFly as stated earlier. Considering the delivery deadline set by BS as \( T_{\text{delv}} \).

The objective function is formulated as

\[
\text{Max } CH_{\text{hops}} + CH_{\text{rad}} + \frac{T_{\text{DCFly}}}{U_{\text{DCFly}}}
\]

s.t.

\[
16P_{\text{fwd}} \cdot CH_{\text{hops}} + 2(2CH_{\text{rad}}) \cdot CH_{\text{hops}} + \text{Dist}_{\text{serv}} \leq T_{\text{delv}}
\]

\[
T_{\text{DCFly}} \cdot CH_{\text{hops}} + \frac{3CH_{\text{rad}}}{U_{\text{DCFly}}} \cdot CH_{\text{hops}} \leq T_{\text{delv}}
\]

\[
CH_{\text{rad}} \geq \text{radius}_{upper}
\]

\[
CH_{\text{rad}} \geq \text{radius}_{lower}
\]

\[
CH_{\text{rad}} \cdot \frac{T_{\text{DCFly}}}{U_{\text{DCFly}}} \leq u_{\text{bound}}
\]

\[
CH_{\text{hops}} \in Z \text{ and } CH_{\text{hops}}, CH_{\text{rad}}, \frac{T_{\text{DCFly}}}{U_{\text{DCFly}}} \geq 0
\]

The inequality constraints \( \text{radius}_{upper} \) and \( \text{radius}_{lower} \) refer to the upper and lower bounds on the cluster radius, that is, distance to farthest node from the CH. Constraint \( u_{\text{bound}} \) is an upper bound on the maximum product of \( CH_{\text{rad}} \) and \( \frac{T_{\text{DCFly}}}{U_{\text{DCFly}}} \) which leads to the desired maximisation of \( CH_{\text{hops}} \), through the objective function requiring a cumulative product maximisation of the three terms. The optimisation problem comprises of non-linear inequalities, introduced due to the product of terms in (22) and (25). The variable \( CH_{\text{hops}} \) represents the cluster-hops, and can only be a positive integer. On the basis of these conditions, this is a mixed integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problem. We solved this optimisation problem using general algebraic modelling system, and a corresponding MINLP solver – discrete and continuous OPTimizer (DICOPT). It can be observed that the limitation imposed by the constraints can be changed as per the actual operational specification of a given MAV (DCFly).
Table 1 DCFly sensing region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clusters</th>
<th>Maximum range, m</th>
<th>Delivery deadline time, s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>1040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>1560</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Results and discussion

As stated in the previous section by changing the values imposed by the constraints, and the upper and lower bounds on the variables we can obtain the optimum cluster-hops that can be serviced by a given DCFly in one data collection round. Accordingly, we have used the following values for the constraint limits and bounds: \( v_{DCFly} = 0.5 \) m/s, \( \text{radius}_{\text{lower}} = 20 \) m, \( \text{radius}_{\text{upper}} = 25 \) m, and \( u \text{ bound}_1 = 200 \).

Additionally, we are concerned with obtaining even number of cluster-hops so that the DCFly can cover half of them in one row and the remaining half in the other row (Fig. 2). It is intended to provide the number of clusters in a row beforehand to the DCFly so that it counts cluster-hops serviced in one row and then switches to the other row in reverse direction. Whether the DCFly turns right or left for completing the exiting row would be opposite in direction to that it flew while entering the sensing region as shown in Fig. 2. The optimum clusters covered by the DCFly along with applicable service limit and delivery time are shown in Table 1. \( \text{CH}_{\text{rad}} \) was 20 m through the applicable bounds stated earlier and the permissible time for the DCFly at each cluster-hop (\( v_{DCFly} \)) at 10 s. The communication radius \( R_c \) and sensing radius \( R_s \) are considered as 10 and 5 m, respectively. Therefore, the farthest nodes could be maximum two hops away from the CH. Accordingly, the sensing region that is covered by DCFly can be determined subtracting twice the dimension (length) of square sensing region from the maximum range stated in Table 1. Since we want the DCFly to scan two rows in its forward and return flight. On the basis of the sensing region dimensions and width of two rows serviced by a single DCFly, the number of DCFly(s) that would be required to cover the complete sensing region can be determined before commencement of the network operations.

The proposed mechanism is compared with multi-hop data aggregation (CH–CH communication) in the network, referred here as DA mechanism. The mechanisms are evaluated considering two parameters, that is, the total energy consumed for completing one data collection round of computation and transmission error. The energy consumed in one computation round of data aggregation in a network considering CH and non-CH node energy consumptions is as follows [16, 17]

\[
E_{\text{CH}} = I(E_{\text{elec}} + \frac{N}{CH_{\text{opt}}} - 1) + I_{\text{DA}} + E_{\text{elec}} + I_{\text{amp}}d_{\text{BS}}^2
\]

where \( I \) is the packet data size, \( E_{\text{elec}} \) is the energy consumed in order to receive a packet, and \( E_{\text{elec}} \) is the energy consumed to transmit a data packet. \( N \) is the number of nodes, \( CH_{\text{opt}} \) is the optimum number of clusters, and \( I_{\text{amp}} \) is the energy consumed by the transmitter amplifier. The energy consumed in a non-CH node is represented as [16, 17]

\[
E_{\text{nonCH}} = I(E_{\text{elec}} + \frac{N}{CH_{\text{opt}}} - 1) + I_{\text{DA}} + E_{\text{elec}} + I_{\text{amp}}d_{\text{nonCH}}^2
\]

The transmission amplifier \( I_{\text{amp}} \) is considered to operate based on a free space propagation model as \( I_{\text{amp}} = I_{\text{elec}} \) for communication between nodes and the communication between CHs in (27), considered for deriving the energy consumed in CH and non-CH nodes. The total energy consumed in the network can be stated as [16, 17]

\[
E_{\text{round}} = E_{\text{CH}} + E_{\text{nonCH}}
\]

It is considered in (27) that CHs are capable of communicating directly with the BS, in the current evaluation it is considered that CHs communicate with each other in a multi-hop manner, and that only CHs close to the BS are able to communicate directly. Furthermore, as stated earlier the DCFly’s specific utility is for deployments in which the BS is anticipated to be far from the sensing region. The CHs consume energy in receiving the data from the farther neighbour, and transmitting their data along with the neighbour CH’s data to the next CH toward the BS. The farthest CH would not be involved in receiving any data packets and accordingly the term \( CH_{\text{opt}} \) is represented as \( CH_{\text{opt}} - 1 \) (multiplied with \( E_{\text{elec}} \)). The total energy consumed by the CHs in one data collection round is represented as (applicable to DA mechanism) (30)

\[
E_{\text{nonCH}} = I(E_{\text{elec}} + \frac{N}{CH_{\text{opt}}} - 1) + I_{\text{DA}} + E_{\text{elec}} + I_{\text{amp}}d_{\text{nonCH}}^2
\]

where \( I_{\text{elec}} \) represents the energy consumption for data aggregation operation and \( d_{\text{nonCH}}^2 \) is the distance to next CH. Energy consumption for a single non-CH as represented by (28) would result in energy consumption for all non-CH nodes collectively as

\[
E_{\text{nonCH}} = I(E_{\text{elec}} + \frac{N}{CH_{\text{opt}}} - 1) + I_{\text{DA}} + E_{\text{elec}} + I_{\text{amp}}d_{\text{nonCH}}^2
\]

In the DCFly-based data collection the energy spent in one data collection round is given as

\[
E_{\text{CH}} = I(E_{\text{elec}} + \frac{N}{CH_{\text{opt}}} - 1) + I_{\text{DA}} + E_{\text{elec}} + I_{\text{amp}}d_{\text{CH}}^2
\]

where \( d_{\text{CH}} \) is the distance of DCFly from the CH. The energy spent in the non-CH nodes would be same as in (31).

It should be noted here that we derived our even number of clusters, such that the DCFly covers half of them in one row and the remaining half in the other row. Therefore, half of the optimum clusters (clusters in one row) as stated in Table 2 are considered for the numerical evaluation. The total energy for completion of one data collection round at the BS is shown in Fig. 3a. The energy consumption per round for DCFly is marginally higher than the DA mechanism, but it is well compensated by the avoidance of CH–CH multi-hop communication, possibility to place BS away from the sensing region, and the network’s capacity to operate on undulating terrain.

Significant packet losses occur in multi-hop communication that impact the overall reliability and specifically network lifetime due to the need for retransmissions. Especially, considering the fact that energy consumption for radio communication is manifold higher than power consumption for computation on the node [17]. The two mechanisms are compared for the possible transmission errors they may incur based on [19]

\[
p = 1 - (1 - p_{\text{link}})^{h_{\text{ps}}}
\]

where \( p \) is the probability of error on the entire path and \( p_{\text{link}} \) is the packet error rate of an individual link, and for the comparison two values are considered 0.05 or 0.20. \( h_{\text{ps}} \) represents the number of hops on the path. Using these values in (33), the difference of the
two mechanisms in reliability of data communication for varying number of clusters is shown in Fig. 3b. It can be observed from this figure that with the DCFly mechanism, the total transmission error stays constant as there is just one hop between the CH and the DCFly on the tree canopy, that is, cluster-hop.

DCFly is compared with ME-based data collection approaches, where ME is expected to traverse across the sensing region moving on the ground and visiting data collection points. The two approaches have been compared in terms of data collection points covered (basically number of vertices on a graph), energy consumption, and network lifetime.

### 6.1 DCFly and ME: data collection points covered

The most appropriate and largely accepted method for determining the data collection path for an ME is basically determining the shortest path connecting data collection points. As stated earlier, determining the shortest path connecting a set of points has been done following heuristic approaches. Therefore, the appropriate comparison would rather be to determine the operational difference between DCFly and ME. As stated earlier, the most common method for determining the data collection path for ME rely on shortest path – minimum spanning tree and their variations. Accordingly, let the network consist of a complete graph \( G = (V, E) \) where \( V \) is the set of data collection points and \( E \) is the set of edges between the data collection points. Let the set of nodes that serve as data collections points for the visiting ME be \( M \) and the set of other adjoining nodes (member nodes) that deliver their data to the data collection point be represented by \( N \).

The approaches are intended to be compared in terms of ratio of data collection points covered by the visiting ME to length of ME path. As stated earlier, in the DCFly approach the nodes are considered to be clustered with the CH located at the centre of a circle. The distance traversed per cluster would be the diameter of the circle (twice of \( CH_{rad} \), i.e. 40 m) is considered in determining path length versus number of nodes served. The average node degree \((d)\) is given as [20]

\[
d = \frac{n \pi R_c^2}{A} = \mu \pi R_c^2,
\]

where \( n \) is the number of nodes, \( A \) is the length of the sensing region, and \( \mu \) is the density of nodes \((n/A^2)\). For the numerical analysis following values are considered: \( n = 100, A = 100 \) m, and \( \mu = 0.01 \). The average number of nodes in a cluster is given as probability \((P_c)\) that a node is inside the cluster given as [20]

\[
P_c = \frac{\pi k^2 R_c^2}{n},
\]

where \( k \) is the number of hops from farthest node to CH (considered \( k = 2 \)), substituting from (34) for \( d \)

\[
P_c = \frac{dk^2}{n}
\]

The average size of a cluster is therefore [20]

\[
E(N_c) = nP_c = dk^2
\]

We are considering the minimum spanning tree and Steiner minimum tree as the tree approaches used for planning the ME path. Minimum spanning tree and Steiner minimum tree have been tackled based on approximation algorithms and heuristic approaches, and therefore determining the number of data collection points is not directly feasible given sets of vertices and edges.

Assuming the length served by the ME is \( L \), and average length of the edge connecting two vertices as \( l_{edge} \), then \( L/l_{edge} = w \), where \( w \) is the number of edges, and number of vertices would be \( w + 1 \). In the case of the Steiner tree, the number of vertices covered is not known as some approximate points function as Steiner points [5]. However, for a given set of points \( P \) on the euclidean plane, length of Steiner minimum tree \( L_s \), and length of minimum spanning tree \( L_m \) are related as: \( L_s(P) \geq (\sqrt{3}/2)L_m(P) \). The inequality is referred as Gilbert–Pollak conjecture [21]. Here, we consider both sides
equated removing the inequality

\[ L_e(P) = \left( \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \right) L_m(P) \]  

(38)

It would be appropriate to consider that number of vertices for both trees would be related in the same proportion as the total length. The average length of the edge \( t_{\text{edge}} \) is taken as \( (R_i + R_o)/2 = 7.5 \) m, considering that the minimum legitimate distance between two nodes is \( R \) (else they overlap) and the maximum distance is \( R_c \) (maximum communication range). The influence of changing the total length is shown in Fig. 4b, it can be inferred from this figure that with aerial data collection from an optimal cluster layout, the number of nodes covered is manifold higher than the Steiner minimal tree and minimum spanning tree. The higher the number of nodes covered with unit length of ME path the better it is, as each collection point can serve for numerous adjoining nodes, and accordingly larger sensing region could be covered.

### 6.2 DCFly and ME: energy consumption and network lifetime

To collect the data, the ME is expected to reposition itself in the proximity of data collection points. The energy consumption for an individual node can be given as [3]

\[ p \simeq e(l'_i + l_i), \]  

(39)

where \( l'_i \) and \( l_i \) represent the number of bits received and transmitted and \( e \) represents the energy consumption per bit transmitted. Let \( \lambda \) represent the data generation rate of an individual node \( j \) during one data collection round of the ME, then \( l'_i = l'_i + \lambda \), where \( l'_i \) and \( l'_i \) represent the amount of data transmitted and received by node \( j \in N \), all nodes are assumed to transmit their data to the nearest data collection point. Representing the total data in terms of hop is given as

\[ \sum_{j=1}^{N} l'_i = \sum_{j=1}^{N} h_j \lambda, \]  

(40)

where \( h_j \) is the lowest number of hops from the node to the destination collection point. The total energy consumption of the nodes would be [3]

\[ p = \sum_{j=1}^{N} p_j \simeq e(l'_i + l_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{N} e(2l'_i + \lambda) \]

\[ = \sum_{j=1}^{N} e(2h_j + 1)\lambda \]  

(41)

However, in addition to transmitting the collected data, data collection points are assumed to be responsible for ME path planning. The data collection points are expected to at least coordinate with their neighbouring nodes, that is, \( M_i \) coordinates with \( M_{i,1} \) and \( M_{i,-1} \), this is based on an assumption that each collection point is responsible for its two edges, collectively expressing for all \( M_i \)s as \( 2M(e) \). The data collection by ME is prone to encountering obstacles and hindrances on ground that can force the ME into taking a detour from the shortest path and necessitate additional communication overhead (shown in Fig. 4a). The possible obstacles that may be encountered are hard to predict and this could be the justification for non-existing work on this. However, the novelty of the proposed DCFly is centred on overcoming this underlying limitation of data collection by ground-based ME. Therefore, an appropriate model to take into account the likelihood of an obstacle and ground terrain conditions is necessitated. The probability of an obstacle \( P_{obs} \) can be based on the general profile of the sensing region; an obstacle/hindrance could be anything, e.g. boulder, log of wood, and pothole that could limit the movement on the shortest path between the collection points. The ground roughness, that is, the amount of smoothness or undulating nature of terrain is determined based on radio propagation path loss relying on finite difference time domain analysis [22]. Accordingly, we propose an expression that represents the amount of overhead due to obstacles/hindrances and the ground terrain (roughness/smoothness) as

\[ e(\text{Obs}) = G_{\text{rough}}w \]  

(42)

where \( G_{\text{rough}} \) represents the roughness of the ground terrain and \( w \) is the number of edges. \( G_{\text{rough}} \) would be zero only for an absolutely levelled ground and \( P_{obs} \) would be zero if there is no obstacle at all; therefore, the expression would be zero only under ideal conditions. Accordingly, the overall energy consumption by all
data collection points $M$s

$$M(2h_j + 1)\lambda + 2M(e) + e(P_{\text{obs}} + G_{\text{rough}})l_{\text{edge}}w$$  (43)

The aerial data collection for the same route would however not encounter any obstacle/hindrance or impact of non-levelled ground. It is, however, assumed that the path planning would be the same for ME and DCFly [especially covering a closed irregular path ($c$-path) in the sensing region]. For the sake of comparison, the data collection points organised in a straight line are also considered, assuming that movement across a straight line path ($s$-path) would require no path planning. The ME-based data collection would however still be impacted by the obstacles and hindrances. Energy consumption for all ME(s) presented in (43) would change for straight line path as

$$M(2h_j + 1)\lambda + eP_{\text{obs}} + G_{\text{rough}}l_{\text{edge}}w$$  (44)

For DCFly (44) would be applicable in both $c$-path and $s$-path.

For the numerical analysis, we are considering $M = 20$ (constant throughout) and number of adjoining nodes ($N$) (varying between 2 and 6). All collection points are considered to have equal number of nodes. The $P_{\text{obs}}$ is varied between 0.2 and 1 (increments of 0.2) and the $G_{\text{rough}}$ between 5 and 25 m (increments of 5). The data generation rate of node $\lambda = 200$ bps and the nodes are expected to transfer data for 10 s for every data collection round. The radio energy factor $e = 0.5 \mu J$, $l_{\text{edge}}$ is 7.5 m, and $w$ is 19. It can be observed from these figures that there is almost no difference between data collection between DCFly and ME (Figs. 5a and b), as $P_{\text{obs}} = 0.2$ and $G_{\text{rough}} = 5$ m are low, that is, 0.00037 J. In Fig. 5c the value for DCFly-based data collection is kept constant ($M = 20$ and $N = 80$) and is compared influence of change in $P_{\text{obs}}$ (keeping $G_{\text{rough}}$ constant) and vice versa for $G_{\text{rough}}$ on ME. In comparison with Figs. 5a and b, the influence of increasing $P_{\text{obs}}$ and $G_{\text{rough}}$ is evident in Figs. 5c and d. The difference is more pronounced in the case of $G_{\text{rough}}$ in comparison with $P_{\text{obs}}$. On the basis of these figures, it can be inferred that data collection using ME on obstacle ridden and undulating terrain is manifold higher than aerial data collection. The impact on the network lifetime has been determined considering the total initial energy of all nodes ($M + N$, initial energy of all nodes 20 J), collectively, divided by the energy consumed by the nodes in one data collection round, shown in Fig. 6. The advantage of data collection by DCFly is amply evident in comparison with ME-based approaches, and it can be concluded that with a larger
number of data collection points and adjoining nodes the effect of ground roughness and obstacle-hindrance-based overhead would become even more pronounced.

7 Conclusions

On the basis of the comparative evaluation of DCFly(s) with multi-hop data collection, and data collection by ME(s), it can be concluded that data collection using DCFly(s) is very promising and practical. Utility of MAV’s for data collection instead of active sensing as proposed in this paper justifies the enormous unexplored utility of node mobility in the form of MAV’s. Previously, the research on MAV’s has been centred on two aspects, that is, efficient actuation and enhanced sensing capacity, but through the proposed mechanism, attention can be centred on achieving efficient actuation alone as it functions as a data collection agent (no sensing). The proposed mechanism is well suited for deployment of WSNs in harsh and inhabitable terrain. Multi-hop communication between CHs (a major energy consuming activity in the network) is completely avoided. This feature proves the phenomenal utility of the proposed mechanism. Usually it is considered that the BS is stationed close to the sensing region, but with the proposed mechanism the BS could be located at a distance from the sensing region, which is realistic for sensor network deployments.
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